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Online multiplayer sketching
game. Click to hide comments.
Online multiplayer sketching game
pictionary pictionary Dkd49.
<p>The game of quick sketches
and hilarious guesses! The classic
quick-draw game since 1985.
XSketch is a multiplayer word
sketch game played in monthly
competitions. It's like Pictionary.
You sketch a picture with the goal
of having other players guess your.
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Guess-a-Sketch is an online multiplayer game of drawing and guessing. The server selects a word(s) for a person to draw, while the rest try to guess in the chat
window. Pictionary; Players: 4 or more: Age range: 12 and up (Hasbro version) 8 and up (Mattel version) Setup time < 5 minutes: Playing time: 1 hour: Random
chance: Medium.
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